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Introduction. Atiyah [1] invented equivariant AT-theory, and he proved the
so-called Atiyah-Bott character formula in collaboration with Bott [2]. Here we try to
generalize the Atiyah-Bott character formula to the ^-module case, when an algebraic
torus T acts on an algebraic variety X.
There are two finiteness conditions for ^-modules, namely, coherency and
holonomicity. We adopt an approach a la Grothendieck. Therefore we choose holonomicity as a finiteness condition, since holonomicity is preserved under pull-backs
and push-forwards.
We should notice that the concept of weakly equivariant ^-modules in [5] is better
suited for our purposes rather than that of (strongly) equivariant ^-modules, because
the Grothendieck group of weakly Γ-equivariant holonomic ^-modules on a point is
the representation ring R(T) of T, whereas that of (strongly) Γ-equivariant holonomic
^-modules on a point is just Z. Therefore we consider the Grothendieck group Kτ h(X)
of weakly Γ-equivariant holonomic ^-modules. However, a difficulty lies in the fact
that the nontrivial jR(Γ)-module Kτ h(T) is free. In order to avoid this difficulty, we put
more relations into the Grothendieck group Kτ h(X). Namely, we suppose that we have
a relation when there exists an exact sequence as Γ-equivariant ^^-modules. This quotient group of Kτ h(X) is denoted by KT(X).
In Section 1, we develop generalities on weakly equivariant ^-modules which are
discussed in [10]. In Section 2, we prove the existence of good stratifications, which
are appropriate for our purposes. In Section 3, we prove a localization theorem for
KT(X):
THEOREM.

The homomorphism of R(T)Λ-modules
(RΓχT)Λ:

KT(X)Λ

>KT(X)Λ

is the identity, where A is the multiplicatively closed subset of R(T) generated by 1—χ
for nontrivial characters χ of T.
In Section 4, we define a formal character morphism
ch:Kτ(X)

>R(T)Λ,

when a smooth Γ-variety X satisfies a.positivity condition. Then we obtain an Atiyah-Bott
type character formula for holonomic ^-modules as a corollary of the localization
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thorem.
THEOREM. Let X be a smooth T-variety with a positivity condition. Then we have
a character formula

for all weakly T-equivariant holonomic Q)x-modules Jί.
Finally, we propose a conjecture.
CONJECTURE. If X has only finitely many T-fixed points, then we can define a formal
character morphίsm
ch:Kτ(X)

>R(T)Λ.

As a consequence, we would obtain an Atiyah-Bott type character formula for
holonomic ^-modules with applications to representations of algebraic groups.
The author is very grateful to his thesis advisor Jean-Luc Brylinski for his guidance
and encouragement. He also wishes to thank Japan Association for Mathematical
Sciences, for this paper was written in part while he was receiving its fellowships.
Joshua [10] independently proved a localization theorem using different techniques
for coherent ^-modules when X is projective.
1. Equivariant /-modules. Let Xbe a smooth algebraic variety over the complex
number field C Throughout this paper, we assume any variety we treat is quasiprojective. We denote by Θx the structure sheaf of X, by Q)x the sheaf of rings of linear differential operators on X.
In this section, we develop generalities on weakly equivariant ^-modules which
are discussed in [10]. The concept of weakly equivariant ^-modules was introduced
in [5]. One might refer to [3], [4], [8], [15], or [17] for basics on ^-modules. Surveys
have been presented in [11] and [14]. We shall follow the notation in [8].
1.1. Notation and definitions. Let I b e a smooth algebraic variety over C and
G be an algebraic group acting on X throughout this section. Let q: Gx X-+X be the
group action andp: GxX^>Xbe the projection.
DEFINITION.

A weakly G-equivariant ^-module is a ί^-module Jί together with

an isomorphism α: q*Jί -^>p*Jί as 0 G [x]^-modules with the following cocycle
condition: The diagram
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on G x G x X is commutative, where μ is the multiplication map of G, /?23 is the projection GxGx X-*G x X to the second and the third factors.
DEFINITION. Suppose Jί and Jί are weakly G-equivariant ^-modules and φ is
a ^-module morphism from Jί to ^Γ. Then φ is a morphism of weakly G-equivariant
when the diagram

q*φ

p*φ

commutes.
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose φ\ Jί-*Jf is a morphism of weakly G-equivariant
modules. Then Ker(φ) and Coker(φ) are weakly G-equivariant Q)x-modules as well.

The proof is straightforward and left to the reader.
ΘG

LEMMA 1.2.
The category of G'G[x]^x-modules
-modules is abelian and has enough injectives.

which are

quasicoherent

as

Xx

PROOF.

This is a consequence of Lemma 1.1 and general theory by Grothendieck

(cf. [7]).
Let Db(@x) denote the derived category of bounded complexes of
^-modules on both sides. A weakly G-equivariant complex is a complex Jt e Db(@x)
together with an isomorphism α: q*Jl—+p*Jί in Dh{ΘG^Q)x) with the cocycle
condition as before.
DEFINITION.

Since p and q are flat, we obtain the following:
1.3. Suppose Jί €Db{Θx) is a weakly G-equivariant complex. Then each
H {Jt) is a weakly G-equivariant &x-module.
LEMMA

ι

Let Jί, Jί'eDh{Q)x) be weakly G-equivariant. A morphism
φ: Jί-+Jί' in Db(βx} is a morphism of weakly G-equivariant complexes when the
DEFINITION.
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diagram

p*φ

qφ

commutes in Db{
NOTATION. The category of weakly G-equivariant complexes of ^ - m o d u l e s is
denoted by DG(@X). The category of G-equivariant complexes of ^^-modules is denoted
by

DbG(Θx).

1.2.

Inverse images.

LEMMA 1.4.
the diagram

Suppose f: X—>Y is a morphism of smooth algebraic varieties. Then

L(lx/)*

L(lx/)*

commutes, where F's are forgetful functors.
PROOF. This is clear because we can calculate inverse images of ^-modules in
the category of ^-modules.
•
PROPOSITION 1.5. Suppose f: X-> Y is a morphism of smooth algebraic G-varieties.
Then we can define functors Lf*: DG(@γ)^DbG(@x)
and Lf*:
DbG(Θγ)^DG(Θx).
Moreover, we have the commutative diagram

PROOF.

The proof is straightforward and the commutativity of the diagram fol-
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lows from Lemma 1.4.

•

PROPOSITION 1.6. Let f'Jί\ = Lf*Jί[ά\mX—άxm
as in Proposition 1.5 hold true for f\

1.3.
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Y~\. Then the same statements

Direct images.

LEMMA 1.7. Let f: X-+Y be a morphism of smooth algebraic varieties. Define a
functor f i χ / :
D%ΘGm@χ)^Db(ΘG^®γ)
by

Then the diagram

ί

commutes.
PROOF.

For a £&G x ^-module Jl, we have

as ίPG[xl^y-modules. Hence the lemma follows.

•

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let / : X-+ Y be a morphism of smooth algebraic G-varieties. If
a complex Ji e Db(βx) is weakly G-equivariant, then J Jί is weakly G-equίvariant as well.
PROOF. This follows easily from Lemma 1.7 and the base change theorem (see
[8], for instance).
•

Discussion on direct images will be taken up again in Section 3.
1.4.

Local cohomologies.

PROPOSITION 1.9.

Suppose ZiaZ2<^X

are G-stable closed algebraic subsets. Then

we obtain
= RΓiG
and

x
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q*RΓz2ιz^)
for

= RΓiG

x Z2)/(G x

(q*J()

Zί)

allJfeD\@x).

PROOF. We can easily check p*Γz(Jί) = ΓGxZ(p*Jί)
as <3Gx^-modules for any
^ - m o d u l e */#. Hence we obtain/?*Γ Z2/Zl (y#) = Γ (G x Z a ) / ( G x Zί)(P*<^)as ^ G X jr-modules.
Let P:=p*°ΓZ2/Zί=Γ{GxZ2mGxZι)op*.
Then we have, in the category Z> f c (^ G x χ ),
RP=p*°RΓZ2/Zί=RΓ(GxZ2)/iGxZί)op*.
Similarly the above formula holds in the
categories Db(ΘG^^x)
and Db(ΘGxχ).
Moreover, these three RFs are compatible,
because Q)x (resp. Q)G) is faithfully flat over Θx (resp. 0 G ). The same arguments work
for "q" as well.
•
COROLLARY 1.10.
commutative diagram:

PROOF.

In the same situation as in Proposition 1.9, we have the following

This is clear from the proof of the previous proposition.

•

2. Stratification. In this section, we collect some known facts. From those, we
deduce the existence of a good stratification. This stratification enables us to define
direct images on the level of a "modified" equivariant Grothendieck group Kτ{ ) defined
in the next section, and to prove a localization theorem for Kτ( ).
The following lemma is a result due to T. Oda.
LEMMA 2.1 (cf. [18]). Let T be an algebraic torus and let X be a normal variety
on which T acts regularly. Then, for any point x in X, there is a T-stable affine open
neighborhood of x.
DEFINITION. Let G be an algebraic group and X be a G-space. Two points x and
y in X are said to be of the same orbit type when the respective isotropy subgroups Gx
and Gy are conjugate.
DEFINITION. Let G be an algebraic group and X be a G-space. An open dense
subset U of X is called a principal orbit type for (G, X) if all points of U are of the
same orbit type.
LEMMA 2.2 (cf. [16, Proposition 5-3]). Suppose a reductive affine algebraic group
G acts regularly on a smooth affine algebraic variety X. Then there exists a principal orbit
type for (G, X).
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LEMMA 2.3 (cf. [13, Lemma 0-6]). Assume that the geometric quotient Y of X by
G exists. Then Y is a scheme if and only if the action is separated.
LEMMA 2.4 (cf. [13, Proposition 1-9]). Let G be a reductive algebraic group acting
on X. Then a universal geometric quotient (Y, φ) of Xs(Pτe) by G exists, where
JP(Pre) = {x e X\ x is prestable). Moreover, φ is affine and Y is an algebraic prescheme.
LEMMA 2.5. Let T be an algebraic torus. Let X be an affine smooth T-algebraic
variety, and assume that the action of T on X is set-theoretically free and the geometric
quotient exists and is smooth. Then there exists an affine open T-subvariety Y ofX, which
is T-isomorphic to Y/Tx T, on which T acts by translation on the second factor.
PROOF. Let X(R) be the set of the weights of R: = C\_X~\ with respect to the action
of T. We claim that X(T) is generated by X(R) as a Z-module. Assume the contrary
and put

T'=

Π KerOl).
λeX(R)

Then V is nontrivial. It is clear that T acts on R trivially. Hence T acts on ^trivially.
This contradicts the assumption.
Now, let X(T) = Zλί + . . . + Zλm, and let/i, . . . ,fmeR be nonzero weight vectors
corresponding to λί9...,
λm. Set Y=(JΊ / 0 ) n . . . n ( / m / 0 ) . Then each/j is invertible
on Y. Let R' = C [ Y~\. Fix any basis { μ l 9 . . . , μn} of X{T). Then we have invertible weight
vectors gu...,gneR'

corresponding t o μu...,μn.

Let A = C[g1,gϊ1,

..., gn, 0 " 1 ] .

The map
& .. .gcnn ® gΓι -

gϊCnvεA

® RfT

gives an isomorphism, where υ is a weight vector with weight μ^ 1 ... μcnn. In fact, we see
that A is isomorphic to C [ Γ ] as follows: Clearly we have a surjection C[T~\^A. If this
is not injective, then g]1.. .gcnn = 0 for some cί9..., cn, because the kernel of the above
map is a Γ-submodule. This contradicts the fact that each g{ is invertible.
•
From now on we assume that T is an algebraic torus and X is a smooth algebraic
variety on which T acts regularly.
REMARK.

Since T is separated, the action of T is separated.

PROPOSITION 2.6.

The space X has a good stratification

x=\χxi
i = O

such that Xi=ViX T/Th where each Vt is an affine smooth variety and T acts on Vt
trivially. Moreover, each Xt has an affine T-stable open neighborhood JJi such that X{ is
closed in Ui9 and the normal bundle sheaf Jίx.\υ. is a free Θx -module.
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PROOF. From Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, there exists an open dense subset Wo in X
such that Tx=Ty for all x,yeW0. Denote this common stabilizer by To. Since
WQ(PTQ) = Wo, Wo has the geometric quotient by Lemma 2.4. Thanks to Lemma 2.5,
we can take Vo in such a way that Vo is an affine open smooth subscheme of W0/(T/T0)
and Wo^VoxT/To = :Xo.
Set Y.—X-Xo. Then T acts on ( 7 ^ . Let ( r 1 ) r e g = Z 1 Π UZ m be the
decomposition of (Γi) r e g into its connected components. We can find an open smooth
Γ-stable affine sub variety V[ x T/T1 of Z x such that T acts on K; trivially. Put
Xf0 : = XOU(V[ x T/Ti). Then A"o is an open Γ-stable subvariety of X. Since we have a
.sήce in V[ x 77 7\, we can assume Λ^r, x Γ/ΓOIΛ- t o t>e a free ^V, X r/rr m °dule. Take any
point x1 e V\ xT/Tί. From Lemma 2.1, there exists an affine open Γ-stable neighborhood

UXί of xt in X'o. Since KJ x Γ / ^ is closed in X'o, (X1 : = (V[x T/TJ n UXί, Uι: = UXί)

satisfies the condition. Repeat this process to obtain the desired stratification.

•

3. Localization theorem. In this section, we define a modified equivariant
Grothendieck group Kτ( ). After we look at some examples of KT(X), we show that
we can define direct images for good closed immersions on the level of Kτ( ). Since
we can define inverse images on the level of Kτ( ) as in Section 1, we can deduce a
localization theorem from the existence of a good stratification in Section 2 and the
computation of KT(T/Γ x V).
3.1. Definition of KT(X). Let G be an algebraic group which acts on a smooth
algebraic variety X. Then DbGh(@)x) denotes the subcategory of DbG(@x) consisting of all
complexes whose cohomology groups are all holonomic.
DEFINITION. We define LG(X) to be the quotient of the free abelian group generated
by all objects JίeDGh(®x)
divided by the relation MΠ = [J£Π + | > Π , if there are
morphisms <£^>M, Jt^Jί
and >"-»j£?[+ 1] in DbG(Θx), which induce the triangle

in D\ΘX).
DEFINITION. We define KG(X) to be the submodule of LG(X) generated by objects
concentrated in degree 0.

We have a natural isomorphism KG(X) —• LG(X) since, for Jί e
), we have

REMARK.

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose f: X^> Y is a morphism of smooth algebraic G-varieties. Then
we can define maps from KG(Y) to KG(X) by sending [Jί] to [ L / * ( ^ ) ] and [/MO],
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respectively. They will be denoted by Lf* and f\ respectively.
PROOF.

This follows easily from Proposition 1.5.

•

LEMMA 3.2. Suppose Zγ <=Z2 are G-stable closed subsets of X. Then we can define
an endomorphism of KG(X) by sending \JC\ to \_RTZlίZχ(Jίy\.
This endomorphism will
be denoted by RΓZl/Zl again.
PROOF.

This follows easily from Corollary 1.10.

•

Denote by R(G) the representation ring of G. Clearly we have KG({pt}) = R(G).
Therefore KG(X) becomes an i?(G)-module by tensoring with/*(A), where/: X-»{pt}
and λ is a finite dimensional G-module.
PROPOSITION 3.3. (1) Let g: X^Y be a morphism of smooth G-varieties. Then
Lg* : KG(Y)-+KG(X) is an R(G)-morphism.
(2) Let Z1aZ2 be two closed subsets of X. Then RΓZl/Zί: KG(X)-+KG(X) is an
R(G)-morphism.
PROOF. (1) It is not hard to see 0LLg*Jί = L(\ x g)*oijr. Let k be the map F->{pt}.
Then we can check by a simple computation that αLg*(A:*(/i)®Λθ= α/*(λ) ® ^Lg*^- This
means that Lg* is an i?(G)-morphism.
(2) We also see ocRΓz i(jt) = RΓGxZ2/GxZι
°(<Xjt). Again by a simple computation
we obtain (*RΓZ2/ZI(JΪ ®f*(λ)) = <XRGZ2/Zι(jϊ) ® <*fiλ). Therefore RΓZl/Zί: KG(X)^KG(X)
is an
/?(G)-morphism.
•
From now on, we assume G=T, an algebraic torus. Denote by KT(X) the
Grothendieck group of all Γ-equivariant locally free (^-modules of finite rank.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Assume X to be a homogeneous T-variety with X= T/T' for a
closed subgroup T c T. Then KT(X) = KT(X) = R(T).
PROOF. Let Ji be a weakly Γ-equivariant nonzero holonomic ^ x -module. By
looking at the support of Jt, it is clear that Ji is an (^-coherent module. Hence we
have a natural map KT(X)-+KT{X) = R(Γ). Let λeX(T) and let / be the map from X
to {pt}. Then a weakly Γ-equivariant ^-module f*(λ) is isomorphic to Θ(I) as
Γ-equivariant 0^-modules by multiplying the image I of λ in X(T'), where Θ(I) is
τ
the sheaf of sections of the vector bundle Tx 'C_χ-+X. Thus the natural map
Kτ(X)->Kj(X) is surjective.
Suppose a weakly Γ-equivariant ^-module Ji is isomorphic to ©^=1^(Xf) as
Γ-equivariant ^^-modules. Then clearly \_Ji~\ = ^i= γ [/*(At)] in KT(X). Hence the maps
Kτ(X)3lf*(λ)l^lΘ(λ)-]eKτ(X)
and ^ ( I ) a [ ^ ( I ) ] H [ / * ( l ) ] e ^ ( I ) (this is well
defined by Lemma 3.5) are inverse to each other. Therefore we obtain the proposition.

•
LEMMA 3.5.

Let X=TjT'x

V, where T acts on V trivially. Let λ, λ'eX(T) and
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assume that λ\T = λ\τ. Then we havef*(λ) —>f*(λ') as T-equivariant (9x-modules, where
f

*-{pt}.

PROOF. The function λ/λ' on T/T' can be extended trivially to a function on
X. Define an automorphism φ of the 0 x -module ®x by the formula φ: Θx3h\~*
(λ/λ')h e Θx. Then φ gives an isomorphism between f*(λ') and f*(λ) as Γ-equivariant
(^-modules.
•
COROLLARY 3.6. Let Λ be the multiplicatively closed subset of R(T) generated by
1 —λ for nontrivίal characters λ of T. Then we obtain KT(T/T' x V)Λ = 0, unless V — T.
PROOF. Unless T'= T, there exists a nontrivial character λeX(T) — {\} such that
λ\T. = 1. Therefore we obtain [/*(λ)] = [/*(l)] from the previous lemma. On the other
hand, we know 1—λeΛ. Therefore we obtain the corollary.
•
3.2.

Direct images revisited.

LEMMA 3.7. Let i: X—Vx T/T'->Y be a closed equίvariant embedding of a smooth
affine T-variety X into a smooth algebraic T-variety Y, where T acts on V trivially. We
assume the normal bundle sheaf Jίx\Ύ to be a T-equivariant free Θx-module. We fix a
basis v = {υί9 ...,υm} so that Λrχ\γ = &xvί ©
© Θxvm as T-equivariant Θx-modules
and that the restriction res(t;/) of each vt to Vx {e} is a T-weight vector. Then we can
define a functor

1
so that the following diagram commutes:

PROOF.

By definition,

where α = ( α l 5 . . . , αm) is a multi-index. Hence if Ji is a ^^-module, then

as Γ^y-modules. Hence we define J

: Db(Θx)^>Db{Θγ) by
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(ωx ® i*ωγx)).

®

*

Ji,v
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Clearly this satisfies the requirement.
LEMMA

3.8. Let X, Y, i and v be the same as in Lemma 3.7. Then we can define a

functor

I

:

J 1 x i,v

b

b

D (ΘTxχ)->D (ΘTxγ)

so that the following diagram commutes:
D\ΘT x @x)

PROOF.

lxί

> D\ΘT x 9Y)

Define Θvγ^x : = ωx® UomΘχ(i*ωy, @x&xv\y • • • t£r). If we define J χ χ.

by

J 1 xi,ϋ

then the statement is obvious from the proof of Lemma 3.7.

•

LEMMA 3.9. Keeping the situation and notation as in Lemma 3.Ί, we have an
isomorphism

i,v

inD\ΘTxγ)for
PROOF.

1 x i,v

JίeD\Θx).
This is clear from the definitions of f

and f
J

J

i,v

.

•

lxi,y

LEMMA 3.10. Keeping the situation and notation as in Lemma 3.7, we have an
isomorphism

(qγ)*ί

J 1 x i,υ

{qx)*Jί
1 x i,v

in Db(ΘTxγ) for JfeDb(ΘTxχ),
where the automorphism qγ
TxYs(t, y)H+0, ty)eTxY and {qx)* is its restriction to TxX.
PROOF.

By definition, we have

is defined by
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*ί
J 1 x i,v

Since we have taken weight vectors t > l 5 . . . , vm and &"γ^x is a free fi^-module, we have
an isomorphism

Therefore we conclude

J 1 x ΐ,i;

- ^

(1 x O«(0 Γ |x|(0^* ® {qx)*Jί)) -^~* I

J 1 x £.17

•
liv:

PROPOSITION 3.11. Keeping the situation and notation as in Lemma 3.7, the functor
Db(Θx)^Db(Θy) induces J ( > :
D»τφx)-*Dbτ{&γ).

PROOF. For an equivariant complex ^eDbτ(Θx),
its equivariance datum
α: qxJί ^*pxJi is an isomorphism in EP{GTxχ). This α induces an isomorphism

f
J 1 x i>

α: I

rfur^

J 1 x i,v

I pJ^T
J 1 x i,y

in Db(ΘTxγ). By the base change theorems (Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10), we finally obtain an
isomorphism

qfϊ
J ' i,v
i,v

in D\ΘT

J i,v

) because qγ =pγ o qγ and qx =px ° # x .

x γ

•

COROLLARY 3.12. Keeping the situation and notation as in Lemma 3.7, the functor
J. induces a map KT(X)^>KT(Y), which is denoted by J αgαz'ft.
PROOF.

This follows easily from Lemma 3.7 and Proposition 3.11.

•

PROPOSITION 3.13. Keeping the situation and notation as in Lemma 3.7, the map
J.: KT(X)->KT(Y) is an R{T)-morphism.
PROOF.

It is not hard to see that
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J1

for a weakly Γ-equivariant ^-module Ji. Let/(resp. k) denote the map from Z(resp.
Y) to {pt}. Then using the projection formula (cf. [6]), we obtain for λeX{T)
α

L/*W ® M
Thus J. is an Λ(Γ)-morρhism.

•

3.3. Localization theorem. We have a good stratification of X described in
Proposition 2.6. Wefixsuch a stratification

once and for all. Lety,-: X^Xbe

the inclusion.

THEOREM 3.14. We have an isomorphism of R{T)-modules

i=0

PROOF.

Since Xn is a closed smooth subvariety of X, we have a triangle

in Dh(βx) for an object Jt oΐDbτh(@x), where Jn: X-Xn-+Xis the inclusion. Define a
map /„: Kτ(X)-+Kτ(Xn)@ Kτ(X-Xn)
by fn{[_Jί])=fn[Jί~\®Jχjί~\.
Define a map
gn: Kτ(Xn) ® KT(X-Xn)-+Kτ(X) by gn([Λrί]®[Λr2D
= i. [ ^ l l + M ^ l τ h e n w e
!
have gn°fn(\_JtΛ)=\. 7 i [ ^ ] + f-X Γ«^] = [ ^ ] . On the other hanα, we also have
/ n o ^ ( [ ^ J θ [^2]) = [ ^ i ] Φ [ ^ ] Therefore we obtain an isomorphism KT{X)—•
KjiXJζBKjίX—XJ. Now Xn_x is a closed smooth subvariety of X—Xn. Therefore
repeat the above process to obtain the conclusion.
•
COROLLARY 3.15. We have an isomorphism ofR( T)Λ-modules KT{X)Λ -^> KT(XT)Λ.
PROOF.

Clear from Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 3.14.

•

Iversen [9] has proved that Xτ is a closed smooth algebraic variety. Therefore
Corollary 3.15 can be restated as follows:
COROLLARY 3.16.

The homomorphίsm of

R(T)Λ-modules
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(RΓχT)Λ:

KT(X)Λ

is the identity.
4. Characters. In this section, we try to define formal character morphίsms in
order to apply the localization theorem in Section 3 to obtaining character formulas.
If the variety X has infinitely many T'-fixed points, then the trivial action of a oneparameter multiplicative group is somehow involved. Therefore, we cannot define a
formal character morphism in this case. Thus the condition that X has only finitely
many Γ-fixed points is mandatory. Unfortunately, we have to add another condition
to obtain a character morphism for the time being, namely the so-called positivity
condition. For instance, the case where X is a partial flag variety G/P and T is a
maximal torus of G, satisfies the positivity condition.
4.1. Affine space case. Let A = C[tί,..., /m] be a Γ-equivariant polynomial
ring, namely, the coordinate ring of an m-dimensional vector space on which T acts
linearly. We assume the weight of tt to be μf φ 1. Let Λn be the space of homogeneous
polynomials of degree n and Λn be the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal
to n.
An ,4-module M is said to be Γ-equi variant when M has a locally finite linear
action of T which is compatible with the Γ-module structure of A. A graded
A = ®neZAn-module M=φmeZMm
is said to be Γ-equivariant when M is a Tequivariant ^-module and each Mm is a Γ-submodule of M. Let M= ®meZMm be a
finitely generated Γ-equivariant graded A -module. We see easily that Mm = 0 for m«0.
We define the Poincare series P(M, q) of M by
zHMm)qmeR{T)\_lq]-\lq-^,

P(M,q)= Σ
meZ

where ch(MJ = ^ z e Λ : ( Γ ) (dim(M m ) ; t )[χ] eR(T). Let Λq denote the multiplicatively closed
subset of R(T)\jq~ \ q~\ generated by 1 — χq for nontrivial characters χ of T. We consider
P(M, q)eR{T)\_[_qJ\[_q-1~]Λq. We then obtain:
1

4.1. P(M,q)eR(T)[q~ ,q]Λq.
polynomialf{q)eR{T)\jq~ι,q~\ such that
LEMMA

More precisely, there exists a Laurent

P(M,q)=

ΠO-ft?)
PROOF.

The proof is standard (cf. [12]).

•

DEFINITION. For a finitely generated Γ-equivariant graded A -module M, we define
its character ch(M) by ch(M): = P(M, l)eR(T)Λ.
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DEFINITION. For a finitely generated Γ-equivariant ^-module M, an increasing
filtration M= \JkeZMk is said to be good when the following are satisfied:
(i) Each Mk is a finite-dimensional Γ-module;
(ii) Mfe = 0forfc«0;
(iii) AιMkczMk+ι
for all k, m;
(iv) A1Mk = Mk + 1 f o r £ » 0 .
For any finitely generated Γ-equi variant A -module M, there exists a good filtration
of M; for instance, for a system {x l 5 ..., x j of equivariant generators of M, set
Mk : = Akxλ +
+AkxnaM. If M= \JkeZMk is a good filtration, then grM= ®keZMk,
k
with Mk: = M /Mk~1, is a finitely generated Γ-equivariant graded ^-module.
DEFINITION. Let M be a finitely generated Γ-equivariant ^-module and {Mk} be
a good filtration of M. Then we define the character ch(M) of M (with respect to this
good filtration) by ch(M): = ch(gr M) e R(T)Λ.
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose M is a finitely generated T-equivariant A-module. Then ch(M)
is independent of the choice of its good filtration.
PROOF. It is clear that shifting filtrations does not have any effect on ch(M). Thus
we just have to consider two good filtrations {FkM} and {FfkM} of M such that
FkMaFfkM
for any k and FlkMa Fk+dM for any k9 where dsZ+.
We use induction on d. First of all, we assume d= 1. Then, for any keZ, we have
exact sequences of finite-dimensional Γ-modules
0

> F'kM/FkM

>Fk+ίM/FkM

>Fk + 1M/F'kM

•0

and
0

> Fk+iM/F'kM

>Ffk+1M/FfkM

• F'k + ίM/Fk

+1

M

>0 .

Hence we obtain exact sequences of finitely generated Γ-equi variant graded A -modules
0

>C

>gr F M

>B

>0

and
0

>B
fk

>gr F ,M

k

>C[-1]
k+1

-0,
k

where we put C: = ®kF M/F M and B: = @kF M/F' M. Therefore we obtain
P(grFM,q) = P(C,q) + P(B,q) and i>(grF, M, q) = P(C, q)q~1 +P(B,q). Hence we
conclude
ch(grF M) = ch(C) + ch(Λ) = ch(grF, M).
Now, we assume d> 1. We define a new filtration F" by
F"kM: =

FkM+F'k-1M.
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Then it is clear that {F"kM} is a good filtration as well. This new nitration satisfies

for any k. Therefore we obtain ch(grF M) = ch(grF- M) by the induction hypothesis. On
the other hand, we have Ffk~iMczF"kMczFfkM
for any k. Therefore we obtain
ch(grF> M) = ch(grF, M) as well. Thus we have completed the proof.
•
4.2. Characters with positivity condition. Let X be a smooth affine Γ-variety.
Assume all weights in C\X~\\C are positive with respect to some partial ordering.
LEMMA 4.3. (cf. [6]). Suppose X is the above T-varίety. Then we have the following:
(i) Xhas a unique T-fixedpoint x0 and any closed T-subvuriety of X contains x0.
(ii) Let m be the maximal ideal at x0. Assume that a finitely generated T-equivariant
C{X\module M satisfies Mm = 0. Then M=0.
(iii) Any T-equivariant locally free Θx-module of finite rank is actually free.
PROOF, (i) Since T acts on X regularly, C[X] is decomposed into its weight
spaces as C\_X~] = ® λeX{T)C\_X]λ. We have fixed an ordering in X(T). By assumption,
m : =
θA>o^fflA i s a maximal ideal of C\_X~\. It is obvious that any Γ-stable proper
ideal of C\_X~\ is contained in m.
(ii) Let v be a weight vector in M. Since M m = 0, there exists feC[X^\ — m such
that/ι; = 0. On the other hand / : = Ann(ι ) is a Γ-stable ideal of C\_X~\. Since/G/, / has
to be the whole ring C\_X~\ from (i). Since M is generated by finitely many weight vectors,
M is actually 0.
(iii) Let M be a Γ-equivariant locally free C[A"]-module of rank r. By assumption,
there exists a set {vl5 . . . , vr} of weight vectors in Mm such that

Let M denote the canonical image of M in Mm. Take g e C[X~\ — mso that # ^ e M for
any /. Then we have MmzD@.C\_X~\υi = :M' and M'^gM'<^M.
intersection of M with M'. Since we have M'^MzigM',
Mm—+M'm. Thus we obtain an isomorphism M^M'

Let M denote the

we obtain an isomorphism
from (ii). Similarly we obtain

isomorphisms M—+M and M—+M. Therefore we conclude M^

M'.

•

NOTATIONS. (1) Let xoe X be the unique fixed point in X. Assume the weights
in TXoX to be λί9 . . . , λn. Then we define
1

A :=
(ΐ-^)

G R(T)Λ

.

(i-^)

(2) For a Γ-equivariant C[JΓ|-module M and λ e X(T\ let M[A] = M®cCλ denote
the translation of M by λ, where Cλ is the one-dimensional Γ-module with weight λ.
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Let M be a Γ-equivariant C^A^-module. A Γ-equivariant free
]-module resolution {F1} of Mis said to be admissible if the following are satisfied:
(i) Fn = 0forn»0;
(ii) Fι—• ©j f = i^(^)[^o'] ^ o ra n v *> some μ o GX(jΓ), and ^ e Z + j
where Z)(A") is the ring of global differential operators.
DEFINITION.

Let m be the maximal ideal at x0. Take weight vectors/^ ...,/ m emso that R =
is generated by/ 1 ? ... ,/ m as a C-algebra. Define the Γ-submodule Rk of i? by

JV

1

where α = ( α 1 ? . . . , αm) is a multi-index and |α| = ΣΓ=i α » Clearly {Rk} defines a Γ-stable
filtration of R.
Let μf (z = 1, ..., m) be the weight of ft (/= 1,..., w). If we define a Γ-equivariant
polynomial ring A : = C [ ί l 5 . . . , ί w ] with weight μ, of /f, then iί is clearly a finitely
generated Γ-equivariant ^4-module and {Rk} is a good filtration of i?. By what we saw
in the previous section we may define the character ch(R)eR(T)Λ.
For a complex {F*} of Γ-equivariant /^-modules with two properties
(i) Fl' = 0 f o r i » 0 o r i « 0
(ii) Fι — ©?- ^ W D i y ] for any /,
we define its character ch({Ff}) by
DEFINITION.

LEMMA

4.4. Suppose {F*} is an admissible free resolution ofΰ. Then we obtain
ch({Fi}) = 0.

Suppose Ffc = 0 for k>d+l, and A:< — 1. We use induction on d. First
X
s
1
of all, we assume d= 1, i.e., F°^F . Let F°= © j=ίD(X)lμj] and F = © ^ ^ W C v J .
Claim: s = t and {^j} = {vj} counting multiplicities. (This claim is not true without
the positivity condition. If this claim holds, then the statement of the lemma follows
immediately.)
Indeed, we see that the weights of the i?-module basis of F° are {μ^ —
Σ
|
+} From the isomorphism we have
PROOF.

for each λeX(T). Especially, maximal weights among {μ^} and among {v,-} coincide
counting multiplicities. Therefore we inductively obtain s = t and {μj} = {Vj} counting
multiplicities.
Let m > 1. We have an exact sequence
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• Fm

0

fm

•0.

Then the sequences
0

Fm

• Fm

and

0

0

are exact. Since F° is free, we have an isomorphism F1 —>F° © Kerψ. In other words,
we have an exact sequence 0->Fo^>F1-+Keril/^0.
Fi->Keτψ

to a map FX^F2.
0

•

Then we may lift the map

We obtain a commutative diagram
•F1

>F°

•F

3

• F2

•Ker ψ

>0 .

Therefore we obtain an exact sequence
0

• Fm

>

• F5

• F° 0 F4

• F1

® F3

• F2 -

•0.

By induction we have proved the lemma.
LEMMA 4.5.
we have

PROOF.

•
1

1

Suppose M has two admissible free resolutions {F } and {G }. Then

We have a commutative diagram
•O

M

•M

• < ) .

Consider a new complex (the mapping cone of φ)
δί

where δi(x,y): = (φi(y) — dF(x),dG(y)).
statement follows from Lemma 4.4.

o a°

o

This new sequence is exact. Therefore the
•

DEFINITION. Let M be a Γ-equivariant C[X]-module. If there exists an admissible
free resolution {F1} of M, then we define the character ch(M) of M by ch(M): = ch({F1}).
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LEMMA 4.6. Let L and N be T-equivariant C\JC\-modules with character. Suppose
that there exists an exact sequence of T-equivariant C\X\modules
0

>L

>M

>N

>0.

Then M admits a character and we have an equality ch(M) = ch(L) + ch(W).
PROOF. Let {F1} (resp. {G1}) be an admissible free resolution of L (resp. N). Then
we have a commutative diagram
0

> F°

• F° 0 G°

• G°

>0

dGo

0

• L —1-+

M

-^-> N

I

^0

I

0
0.
Since G° is free, there exists a morphism g0: G°-+M such that pog0 = dGo. Define
do: F° ® G°-+M by do = i odFo + g0. Then we can easily check d0 to be surjective. From
the snake lemma we obtain an exact sequence
0

• KerJFo

• K e r d0

• K e r dGo

•0 .

Hence we can construct inductively an admissible free resolution of M, with the z-th
term F ®G\
•
In general, any coherent Γ-equivariant ^^-module Jί has a Γ-equivariant resolution
of finite length composed of modules of the form &x®ΘχS£, for a locally free
Γ-equivariant ^^-module ££ of finite rank, since Jl admits a global good Γ-equivariant
filtration (cf. [10]). In our case, the above if is always free thanks to Lemma 4.3, (iii).
Therefore any Γ-equivariant coherent ί^-module has an admissible free resolution
when X is a smooth aίfine Γ-variety satisfying the positivity condition. Thus we have
defined an 7?(Γ)-module morphism
ch:Kτ(X)->R(T)Λ,
where X is a smooth aίfine Γ-variety satisfying the positivity condition.
The definition of ch(Jί) for a Γ-equivariant i^-module Jί looks dependent on
the choice of generating weight vector subsets of R. Here we show it to be independent
of the choice.
From Section 3, we know [^#] = J.[z ! ^] in KT(X)Λ, where /: {xo}-*X is the
inclusion. Thus we have to show ch(J.Cλ) to be independent of the choice of generating
weight vector subsets.
Let us look back to the definition of ch(^ x [μ]). The module @>x[p\ has a natural
filtration {@x(p)[β]}. Thus we can define a Poincare series
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p-l)lμ])q"eR(Tl
P

Since the tangent sheaf is free, we obtain
],#) =

Σ

ch(R)λΊι

' ' λ*nqp[μ]=

P,\<*\=P

Σ
p,\a\=p

ch(Λ)
Thus we have the following:
LEMMA 4.7.

REMARK. AS usual, P(@x[μ], 1) does not depend on the choice of a Γ-equivariant
good filtration
LEMMA 4.8. Let M be a finite-dimensional T-equivarίant R-module. Then ch(M)
does not depend on the choice of generating weight vector subsets of R.
PROOF. It is clear that
czOczOc:MczMc:
is a good filtration for any
generating weight vector subset of R. Therefore ch(M) is the same as the character of
M as a finite-dimensional Γ-module.
•
Let M be the global section of J. Cλ. Then M has a good filtration {M{p)} such
that each M(p) is a finite-dimensional Γ-module. There exists an admissible resolution
>Fι

0

•F'-1

• •••

>F°

>M

•()

which induces an exact sequence

0

\
ι

for each p, where {F (p)} is a good filtration for each /.
Let S and S' be two generating weight vector subsets of R. We denote by ch 5 ( )
(resp. chs>( )) the characters with respect to S (resp. Sf). We also use similar notation
for the Poincare series. Then we have

', q)
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Thus we conclude
ί

1

I

chs(M) = Σ(-l) ch s (^) = Σ ( - ) Λ ( ^ l) = Σ(-iYPs(F\

l) = chs,(M).

We have thus proved:
PROPOSITION 4.9. The definition of characters for T-equίvariant Q)x-modules is
independent of the choice of generating weight vector subsets of R.
Suppose Xhas a finite open covering (J"=i^ί a n ( * a s s u m e e a c n Uito be a smooth
affine T-variety satisfying the positivity condition. The ordering on X(T) may depend
on /.
DEFINITION.

For \M~\ eKτ(X),

we define its character c h ( [ ^ ] ) by

where ι f : t/ i -*A r is the inclusion.

THEOREM 4.10. Let X= (J" = 1 Ut be a finite open covering of a smooth T-variety X.
Assume that each Ui is a smooth affine T-variety satisfying the positivity condition. Let
Xj be the unique fixed point in U^ . Then we obtain

for any [Jl]eKτ(X).
REMARK. When X has an open covering satisfying the assumptions in the above
theorem, such a covering is unique. We may check this fact easily using Lemma 4.3, (i).
Since we may see that the 0-module structure carries considerable information as
far as holonomic ^-modules are concerned, we propose the following conjecture:
CONJECTURE. If X has only finitely many T-fixed points, then we can define a formal
character morphism
ch:Kτ(X)

>R{T)Λ.

As a consequence we would obtain a character formula for holonomic ^-modules,
i.e.,
ch(ΛT)= Σ
weXτ

ch(RΓ{w}(Jΐ))

in

R(T)Λ.
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